
WRITING A BOOK WITH A CO-AUTHOR CONTRACT

Thought I'd post this for those looking to Co-Author a book with another author. I suggest that you always write up a
contract. This is the.

Moreover, it is the wise collaborators that have a written, thorough collaboration agreement prepared and
signed to cover these and other issues presented by such a relationship. You should get everything in writing
because this will be a true partnership in every sense of the word. If one party retains approval rights over the
manuscript, the other party should try to impose reasonable limitations, such as a chance to correct the
manuscript within e. I did a co with two others -- great people and friends -- and I would not do it again. This
book contains a sample co-authoring contract and a great discussion of the pluses and potential pitfalls of
co-authoring. Make sure the write-ups about each author are about equal length if possible. In cases where
there are more than two authors, unanimity may be required for certain decisions e. One way to avoid disputes
over what constitutes a satisfactory manuscript is to reference the approved book proposal. After he had gone I
would then write up the chapter concerned, which we would then edit as needed. And make certain that the
collaboration agreement has a well-drafted integration clause. We edited the others work based on which of us
had a feel for how to fix the writing. However, in my experience, most of it is taking place informally without
regard to copyright and other legal consequences. The copyright in Working title of the Book shall be secured
and held in the name of author for the term of the copyright, and for any additional or new copyright which
may hereafter be embodied in any copyright law throughout the world. This means that it is the responsibility
of both authors to monitor the progress of each other to make certain that the chapters or other deliverables are
done on time. Rights and obligations to do Revisions 6. I really think trust is the key. After the 2 of you
develop your detailed book outline, divide up the chapter writing equally. Ensure that there is sound project
management, whether the lead writer takes this responsibility or someone else does writers are not always
good managers, so a third-party manager can be a good idea. How will income from book sales be divided?
They are really talking about Ghost writing, but many of the issues are the same. The collaboration agreement
provides a chance for you â€” preferably, under the guidance of a qualified attorney â€” to fashion your own
private body of law to govern your creative relationship. Deadlines in publishing are critical. You will
probably get calls for speaking as a result of a good book. When the advance and royalties come in, there is
much unhappiness due to unfairness. In the event that one of us is unable or unwilling to continue or complete
work on Working title of the Book , the other may complete work on Working title of the Book , without the
assistance or advice of the co-author who is unable or unwilling to continue or complete work on Working
title of the Book. Subject shall have the right to approve the final text of the Work prior to the delivery date
specified in the Publishing Agreement, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or withheld. How will
you break a tie? They ended up speaking only between lawyers. Can the publisher charge the account of the
participating author as well? The Word documents can be edited once you save them to your computer. It's
going to show up in their writing anyway sooner rather than later. While this article talks about co-authors and
their need to be careful about what they sign, it is also in the best interests of the publisher to have a clearly
drafted agreement.


